70 percent of all medical decisions rely on diagnostic and prognostic information provided by pathologists, making the downstream impact of their choices significant to overall performance.

Pathologists can use ExpertPath’s anatomic and clinical evidence based content to research a diagnosis, compare differentials and formulate a list of tests to run to help differentiate between them. Each section includes an ancillary testing section with information about antibodies for IHC testing that would help confirm the diagnosis.

This is where ImmunoQuery integrates perfectly, allowing a ‘deeper dive’ into those IHC tests – showing at-a-glance their utility, sensitivity, and specificity. Ultimately, this will help you reduce time, effort and unnecessary cost by narrowing down the tests to run, particularly when diagnosing Soft Tissue Pathology, Hematopathology, and Dermatopathology cases.

For further information please visit:
www.elsevier.com/solutions/expertpath
www.elsevier.com/solutions/immunoquery

Key feature list

**ExpertPath**
- More than 5,200 common and complex diagnoses
- Over 77,000 searchable, high-quality annotated pathology images
- Overviews of diagnosis groups
- Summary tables for organ systems
- Normal histology topics
- Specimen handling protocols and best practices

**ImmunoQuery**
- Over 3,400,000 individual patient cases aggregated
- 64,000+ antibody combinations
- Over 5,100 antibodies
- More than 9,700 references
- Get a differential diagnosis list
- Learn about a diagnosis or an antibody
- Search for similarly reacting antibodies
- Compare differentiating antibodies side by side
- Confirm your diagnosis in a few steps
ImmunoQuery and ExpertPath – Better together

The right content
The sub-specialist driven clinical knowledge in ExpertPath combined with the definitive evidence-based data in ImmunoQuery ensure pathologists always have the complete, current, and trusted content necessary to reduce diagnostic errors.

Reduces manual processes
Using Elsevier’s authoring and management system saves time and improves accuracy via an effective search methodology. Research time is improved for faster correlation of information rather than shifting focus between resources.

Standardizes care
A coherent system that covers every aspect of pathology decision support – shared throughout a pathology practice – enables a standard of consistent and sustainable care. Quality, efficiency and effectiveness become the new standards.

What Pathologists say about ExpertPath.
“Excellent clear layout makes it easy to access relevant information quickly”

“It is a one stop shop for quick details about morphology of entities, very helpful differentials, and excellent search functionality with numerous high quality images.”

What Pathologists say about ImmunoQuery.
“It helps to narrow down the differential diagnosis list and reveals very important facts regarding immunomarkers in different types of malignancies.”

“Excellent site for DD and IPX.”

“Immunoquery makes it very easy to come up with a panel to sort out diagnostic possibilities, and to see if a particular tumor is known to stain with an IHC stain you wouldn’t necessarily expect it to be positive for.”